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Introduction
Some guys buy cars while others rent or lease. Some guys stick with the same wife year after year... this
is a site for all the guys that would rather rent or lease.

Adult Review
Henny Youngman became famous for telling one liners and saying "Please, take my wife..." perhaps Extreme Wife swappers
would have thrilled him!
  
  This site is designed to show you two couples that meet each other and are given the opportunity to switch off with their
opposing partners. Haven't you ever thought about passing your girl off to a friend for the night in exchange for a crack at
his? This site takes that notion and puts it to the test.
  
  The videos are all excellent quality shot by professional cameramen and production staffers... and the people in front of the
camera make up a nice mix of industry vets and total on screen amateurs.
  
  Dancing With The Stars and other reality shows have been big hits in the mainstream, it's no wonder a site like Extreme
Wife Swapping has been such a big hit in the adult arena these days as well.
  
  With strong downloadable content, fair pricing, a ton of bonus sites an extras... Extreme Wife Swapping is a site you can't
affort to overlook.

Porn Summary
Here cums the bride.... and there she goes again with the best man... oh wait, now she seems to be doing the band leader, the
caterer, hell she is gonna be tired for the honeymoon!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Anyone else want to try trading her in for a leased model?'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 90
Support: 82 Unique: 80    Taste: 78        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
ThroatJobs (91) ,Fantasy Handjobs (88) ,CreamPie Surprise (87) ,Ass Munchers (86) ,Milf Internal (85) ,Hood Hunter (85) ,
GangBangDivas (82) ,Pussy Ass Mouth (80) ,Black Cocks Tiny Teens (Preview) ,Big Dicks Little Asians (Preview) ,Female
POV (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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